ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that ordinary Prolog, which depends on the resolution principle in binary logic, is very useful for two-valued logical inference. Unfortunately, ordinary Prolog cannot represent and manipulate fuzzy information and knowledge. However, almost all information and knowledge in the real world is fuzzy and uncertain. Thus there are many researchers who are interested in establishing a kind of fuzzy Prolog system.
Lee made the first attempt at a theory of fuzzy resolution and proved that fuzzy logical inference by the resolution principle is significant when the truth values of all variables are taken in the closed half-interval (0.5, 1] [1]. Later, Mukaidono extended the theory to a more general case, allowing the truth values of all variables to be taken in the closed interval [0, l] with a postulate [2, 3] and showing a way toward a fuzzy Prolog [4] .
This has led to the development of some fuzzy Prolog systems. So far, there
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Masao Mukaidono, Zuliang Shen, and Liya Ding have been two of ways to build fuzzy Prolog. One way advances along the pattern-matching method. Its typical example is Umano's FS-PROLOG [5] . The other way is according to the logical theory whose typical example is Ishiznka and Kanai's PROLOG-ELF [6] . Because PROLOG-ELF depends on Lee's theory, the truth values of all variables in PROLOG-ELF have to be limited in the closed half-interval (0.5, 1], and the mechanism for evaluating a truth value of conclusion from the truth values of premises is simple and tight.
Therefore, in this paper, we depend on Mukaidono and Masuzawa's third postulate [2] , extending the resolution principle into fuzzy logic in the closed interval [0, 1] . By the fuzzy resolution principle, a fuzzy inference will always be significant since it is a procedure that will reduce the ambiguity of a logical consequence.
With the fuzzy resolution principle, a new interpretation is put forth for a truth value in [0, 5) . Further, we introduce the concepts of confidence and fuzzy positive and negative logic. Using these new concepts, the discussion of truth values in the closed interval [0, l[ can be changed into the discussion of confidence in the closed interval [-l, 1] . If the value of confidence is less than 0, then it is in negative logic, conversely, if it is larger than 0 it is in positive logic. With the introduction of these concepts, it can be recognized that lee only discussed the fuzzy resolution in fuzzy positive logic, limiting the range of fuzzy values to the half-interval (0.5, 1]. But now we can extend Lee's range (0.5, l[ into Mukaidono's range [0, l[ by introducing fuzzy negative logic.
Another new concept introduced here is the weight of a rule rather than the truth value of the rule. The concept of weight is a bridge to link the premise and the conclusion, as well as fuzzy positive logic and negative logic. Since the weight is interpreted by semantics, it is clear that the completeness of the logic will not be destroyed by the introduction of the concept of weight.
With these concepts, the values in Fuzzy Prolog will be divided into three levels. The first level is the fuzzy truth values of predicates that depend on values of individual variables. Clearly, we can choose the fuzzy truth value as an element of the closed interval [0, l[ according to the extended concept of multiple-valued logic or choose the fuzzy truth value as a fuzzy semantic set over the closed interval [0, l[ according to Zadeh's concept of linguistic truth value. The second level represents the weight of a rule that depends on fuzzy truth values of premises and a conclusion to identify the degree of truth of the rule or the importance of the rule. In general, the weights will depend not only on the rules hut also on the values of interrelated individual variables of predicates. Thus, some selfolcaming approaches can be used for finding more correct weights for rules. The third level is the confidence of resolvent, which depends on the fuzzy truth values of propositions or predicates and the fuzzy resolution principle. With these three levels, a fuzzy inferential strategy can be established.
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Obviously, it is clear that the strategy will allow logical inference to be implemented more easily in Fuzzy Prolog.
Fuzzy Prolog is implemented on the NEC PC and IBM-PC under the MS-DOS operating system.
CONFIDENCE, THE FUZZY RESOLUTION PRINCIPLE, AND CONFIDENCE OF RESOLVENT
The resolution principle was stated by Robinson [7] . If a suitable postulate is found, it can be extended into fuzzy logic significantly. Since an extension was set up by Mukaidono in 1983 . In this chapter, we will introduce the concepts of confidence and confidence of resolvent and discuss the fuzzy resolution principle.
Fuzzy logic can be defined as an algebraic system I[0, 1], &, v, -), where the closed interval [0, 1] is a set of truth values (in this paper, the logical truth value is from the concept of multiple-valued logic, but it can be easily extended into the linguistic truth value for the fuzzy semantic set introduced by Zadeh) and where logic operations AND (&), OR (V), and NOT ( -) are defined as follows:
In the set of truth values [0, 1], it is considered that 0 and 1 have different, definite information and that ambiguity reaches a maximum at 0.5. Therefore, we can introduce the partially ordered relation ~, to the set [0, 1], which designates some kinds of ambiguity. Ifco > 0, thena E (0.5, I], which can be called fuzzy positive logic; ifca < 0, then a E [0, 0.5), which can be called fuzzy negative logic; and if ca = 0, then a = 0.5, which means the ambiguity reaches a maximum and the absolute value of confidence reaches a minimum. In general, the third case is not meaningful for inference, but the other cases are said to be significant. Obviously, for the partially ordered relation ~, about the ambiguity, the dements between [0, 0.5) and (0.5, 1] are not comparable with each other. But the absolute values of their confidence are comparable, since, in the two halfintervals, one is more ambiguous when it is nearer to 0.5.
In binary logic, the absolute value of confidence is always equal to 1, so it is neglected.
DEFrNrnoN 3 A variable xi (i = 1, • •., n) or its negation gi is said to be a literal, and xi and gi are said to be complements of each other. A clause is a formula consisting of the OR (v) of some literals.
In fuzzy logic, the complementary laws of "excluded middle" and "contradiction," i.e., g v x = 1, g & x = 0, do not hold. Thus, a clause in which xi and gi are involved simultaneously is significant in fuzzy logic. Hereafter, we will call such a clause a complementary clause.
The truth value of a clause C is determined uniquely by substituting a value from the closed interval (2) of the implication --,. Furthermore, its resolvent is B (with confidence c = I cal) in accordance with Definition 4. In an analogous manner the resolvents of the other inference rules (rules 2-6 above) can be determined.
Let S be a set of clauses. Then the set that consists of S and all resolvents derived from any pair of clauses of S, which is denoted as
Rl(S)c I ,
is called the first class resolution set of S, where c 1 = cl and cl is the minimal confidence of resolvents of R 1. The nth class resolution set of S, denoted as
Rn(S)cn is defined as

R"(S)cn=RI(R~-I(S)c,-Od and R°(S)co=S
where c o = 1 and c ~ = min (cl, .-., cn). IfR~(S)cn includes an empty clause (or a null set), then a deduction of the empty clause from S is called a refutation, or a proof of S with its confidence of the resolvent c n.
POSTULATE 1 (Mukaidono's Third Postulate [2]) We postulate the following in fuzzy logic inference: If a logical consequence D is connected with a premise C, then the conjunction always reduces its ambiguity for all interpretations, that is, T(C) ~, T(C & D)
According to the above postulate, the logical consequence D, which is any inference in fuzzy logic, has to reduce its ambiguity at the definition of Figure  1 . This postulate is also satisfied in binary logic.
TrmORE~ 1 (Mukaidono [3] ) Let S be a set of clauses and G be a resolvent derived from any pair of clauses of S. Then (3) holds for all interpretations.
T(S) ~, T(S & G)
Trmot~M 2 (Mukaldono [3] ) Let S be a set of clauses. Then (4) holds for all n and all interpretations.
T(S) ~ T(R"(S))
With these two theorems, it can be shown that Postulate 1 is satisfied in the fuzzy resolution principle.
By these theorems, we conclude in the sense of formula (3) or (4) that it is reasonable to make an inference in fuzzy propositional logic by deriving a resolvent; that is, it is significant to reduce the ambiguity defined by Postulate 1. Therefore, the fuzzy resolution principle is proved to be reasonable.
If we have a number of fuzzy axioms, and a fuzzy formula F representing a conclusion, then we can form a new fuzzy formula from the conjunction of the axioms with the negated fuzzy formula (F). We can then convert this formula into a number of clauses in normal form, that is, the set of clauses S. Using the theorems just given, together with the keywords, we can repeatedly derive new sets of clauses as logical consequences of existing ones. If the fuzzy formula is deducible from the axioms, then we shall be able eventually to derive (say, in the nth stage) a null set { } (or say that there is an empty clause) by the important formal property of a resolution known as complete refutation. From this we get a confidence of resolvent c n = rain (cl, -.., cn) that shows us how much the original fuzzy formula F was true and how it is derivable from the axioms.
Obviously, the resolution principle in binary logic is a special case (c n -1) of the fuzzy resolution principle.
THE WEIGHT OF RULE
In fuzzy logic, generally, the truth values T(A) and T(B) are incompatible for calculating the truth value of rule A ~ B, so that the truth value T(B) (or 
T(A)) cannot always be calculated by the known truth values T(A -, B) and T(A) (or T(B)). Of course, this depends on the definition of T(A -, B), which arose from the values of T(A) and T(B). For instance, because the truth value T(A ~ B) is interpreted as T(A ) v T(B) in our fuzzy logic, if T(A ~ B) < T(A) [or T(A -~ B) < T(B)], then the truth value T(B) [or T(A)
] cannot be calculated. By this reason, we prefer a semantic relationship such as the weight of rule, which means a logical relationship between the truth values of the premise and conclusion.
D~vlNmos 5 Let P -~ Q be a rule where T(P), T(Q) E [0, 1] are the premise and conclusion, respectively. Then, wp-.Q E [-1, +I], the weight of the rule P ~ Q,
wp~.e= cQ * cp (5) will identify the degree of truth of the rule or the importance of the rule, where the symbol * denotes the arithmetic product.
If T(P) is in negative logic, that is, T(P) E [0, 0.5), then T(P) is in positive logic. If W,~Q E (0, 1], then T(P) and T(Q) are in the same half-intervals, that lg6
Masao Mnka_idono, Zuliang Shen, and Liya Ding is, TO °) and T(Q) are both in positive logic or both in negative logic, and if T(P) is in negative logic, then P --* Q corresponds to P --* 0. If we-~o E [ -1, 0), then T(P) and T(Q) are in the opposite half-intervals, that is, T(P) is in negative logic and T(Q) is in positive logic, or T(P) is in positive logic and T(Q) is in negative logic, and if T(P) is in negative logic, then P --* Q corresponds to P --* Q, otherwise it corresponds to P --* 0. By using negative logic, we can represent the negative by an element of the half-interval [0, 0.5) instead of using the negative symbol explicitly in Fuzzy Prolog.
TmZOR~M 3 A rule P --* Q is significant if and only if lcp [ >>. [wp~o[ > 0
and Ic [ i> I wp ol > o. Proof 1. Letting wp-.Q = 0, then cp (or cQ) = 0; that is, T(P) (or T(Q)) = 0.5, which is known as a meaningless state for inference when the rule is interpreted as in the previous section. Hence, the absolute value of Wp-.Q has to be larger than 0.
(~) Let [c,[ (or IcQI) >I Iw -QI. Then I_>IcQ] (or Ic l)=[wp Q/c (orcQ)l lw QI
that is, we can get the conclusion cQ (cp) from the premise cp (CQ). Therefore, according to Dcirmitions 2 and 5, P --* Q is significant. Clearly, this is contrary to Definitions 2 and 5, that is, the rule P --* Q is unsatisfiable.
• This shows that the weight of any rule not only identifies the degree of truth or the importance of the rule but also causes the confidences of the premise and the conclusion of the rule to be limited larger than or equal to the weight.
There are some other interesting properties about the weight of a rule. 
PROPERTY 3 Letting w' = wp.Q * 0.5 + 0.5, then w' ~, T((P --* Q) & (Q -* P)) when w', T(P), and T(Q) E {0, 0.5, 1}.
In general, we need to assess a combined truth value of a consequence Cby its truth value T(C) and its confidence of rcsolvent c. Thus we introduce two new concepts defined as follows. is called the confidence of resolved consequence C, and
is called the combined truth value of the consequence C.
Usually the weight of rule can be in a closed interval [a, b] defined as follows. 
but if l cp [ (or I cQ I) < l a l, then, according to Theorem 3, the rule P ~ Q is meaningless for this assignment T(P) [or T(Q)].
Clearly, the ceiling and floor, respectively, of Wp~Q designate the possible maximal and minimal degree of truth or importance of a rule P ~ Q. Hence they are more useful for inference than a single value of W.~Q.
THEOREM 4 If the truth value of P (or Q) is known and
Wfloorl ~ ICp[ (or [cQl)<<_lw~ng[
then the truth value of Q (or P) will be equal only to 1 [when CQ (or c.) > O] or 0 [when CQ (or Cp) > 0].
Proof According to Definition 6, w will be equal to EXAMPLE 1 Prove that a fact B can be deduced from the rule A -, B with its weight w and the fact A.
Proof According to the fuzzy resolution principle, we can use the three clauses A, A -, B, and/~ to infer an empty clause. Also, depending on the definition of weight, we can use the confidence of A, cA, with weight w to compute the confidence of B, cB. Finally, we will know the confidence of resolvent c = min (IcAI, [cB] ). The inference procedure is illustrated in Figure 4 . 
2.
Because I cAI --0.6 < I w31 --0.7, rule 3 is meaningless for this assignment of fact A, T(A) = 0.8, in inference. 3. According to the fuzzy resolution principle, by rules 1 and 2, fact C holds with its truth value T(C) = 0.1, as well as its confidence of resolvent c 2=min (IcAI, IcBI, Iccl)=o.5.
• EXAMPLE 3 In Example 2, the confidence of the consequence is Cc = -0.8, and the confidence of resolvent of the consequence is c 2 = 0.5. By formula (6) and (7), the confidence of the resolved consequence C is 
FUZZY RESOLUTION IN FUZZY FIRST-ORDER PREDICATE LOGIC
It is well known that in any first-order predicate P(Xh x2, "" ", xn), P is a predicate symbol, each xi is an individual variable that is usually defined as independent, and P is said to have n arguments or be an n-place predicate symbol. If values Ch C2, " " ", Cn are assigned to the individual variables, the result of the first-order predicate is a proposition. When the truth value of a predicate is in the set {0, 1 }, it is said to be a binary first-order predicate, but when the truth value of a predicate is in the closed interval [0, 1] it is said to be a fuzzy first-order predicate. Obviously, a first-order predicate symbol with zero arguments is a propositional constant.
Values of the individual variables must be drawn from a set called the univers~ of discourse U, so a fuzzy first-order predicate can be considered the membership function of a fuzzy subset over its individual variables' universe of discourse U. EXAMPLE 4 Consider a first-order predicate that will represent oldness or the age of a person who is young, i.e., young(x), x E Uase. Suppose the universe of discourse of age is Uage = [0, 60] years. The predicate young(x) is the Fundamentals of Fuzzy Prolog which means that person A is 100% youthful and only half of the assertion can be believed, or in general, we consider that person A is 75 % youthful.
By Examples 4 and 5, using the three levels, which are (1) the fuzzy truth values of predicates depend on values of individual variables, (2) the weights of the rules depend on fuzzy truth values of premise and conclusion, and (3) the confidence of rcsolvent depends on the fuzzy resolution principle, a Fuzzy Prolog can be established easily.
CONCLUSION
The results of this paper have shown that we can use the fuzzy resolution principle to design a Fuzzy Prolog. Such a Fuzzy Prolog has been implemented on the NEC PC and IBM-PC under the operating system MS-DOS.
In this paper, some new concepts have been introduced, including confidence, confidence of resolvent, and weight of rule. These new concepts divide the values in Fuzzy Prolog into three levels--the fuzzy truth values of predicates, the weights of rules, and the confidence of resolvents.
We proposed a relationship between truth values of the premise and the conclusion in a rule by defining the weight of rule. Whether the definition of weight is satisfiable or not has to be decided through practical applications.
By the three levels, it is possible that a fuzzy inferential strategy can be established. It is easy to see that this strategy will make it possible to do logical inference in Fuzzy Prolog more quickly.
In Fuzzy Prolog, if the weights of rules are unknown, then some self-learning approaches should be chosen.
The details of the kinds of algorithms that can be chosen for fuzzy inferential strategies and the kind of the self-learning approaches that would be best will be discussed in future papers.
